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What, exactly, does history lose when an archive-worthy text is destroyed?
An Archivist Sneezes on a Priceless Document. Then What?
Laurence Kotlikoff and others say accumulating debt to pay for current expenses is taking money from the young to pay off the old.
In New Papers, Economists Argue Deficits Are Like Ponzi Schemes
Farmers may have a chance to sequester carbon and make a profit in the future. “Farmers generate some carbon, just like everybody else in the economy,” said Carson Reeling, assistant professor of ag ...
Carbon markets present opportunities, challenges
There appears to be a widespread increase in the share of contracts allocated to political connected firms during the Covid crisis. The Netherlands are no exception. The crisis might have induced this ...
Utrecht University: Machine learning can help identify politically connected firms
C.J. Polychroniou interviews Professor Emeritus James K. Boyce about his career exploring agrarian societies, environmental economics and climate change. C.J. Polychroniou: How did your interest in ...
An Interview with James Boyce: Agrarian Societies, Environmental Economics and Climate Change
When was the last time you heard a positive story about climate change, a story about someone with a new idea or innovative solution to help reduce our carbon footprint? This is that story.Michael ...
A Surprising Economic Solution To Climate Change, with Michael Greenstone (Ep. 71)
Trade is used as an ally for money laundering by misdeclarations of goods, under-invoicing and over-invoicing—Justice Ayesha Malik, paper read at International Judicial Conference 2012. The Financial ...
Pakistan: ML/CFT challenges in trade
This volume of essays in Political Science is a tribute to the character and work of Professor Edward Johns Urwick who in June, 1937, retired under the age limit from the chair of Political Economy in ...
Essays in Political Economy: In Honour of E.J. Urwick
Now, having taken leave from academe and come into the world of policy, for the first time I believe that Keynes had hit upon a fundamental truth. It is the lack of imagination and the grip of stale ...
Former CEA Kaushik Basu decodes borderlands where politics and economics meet in new book
Hundreds of millions of people live on river deltas around the world, making them central to rich diversity in culture and thriving economies. As deltas face environmental degradation and ongoing ...
The delicate balance of protecting river deltas and society
Excitement fills the air as you carefully remove the wrapping paper—nobody tears open parcels in Japan ... 67-70) Robert K. McCleery Answer:Definitelynotworking on their tax returns. Each year the ...
Japan Why It Works, Why It Doesn't: Economics in Everyday Life
The paper just published applies the framework ... Valentina Bosetti, Senior Scientist at EIEE and Professor at the Economics Department of Bocconi University, adds that "a better understanding ...
Assessing feasibility concerns in climate mitigation scenarios
For a truly circular economy, producers should be further incentivized to use recycled materials and extend their products lifespan. Producers are now only financially responsible for discarded ...
Utrecht University: Producer still insufficiently responsible for circular economy
Vehicle parking is a major problem in urban areas in both developed and developing countries. Following the rapid increase of car ownership, many cities are suffering from lacking of car parking areas ...
Problem of Parking in Urban Areas and their Possible Solutions
Bielefeld University has been awarded its second Alexander von Humboldt Professorship. This time, it goes to the computer scientist Professor Dr. Yaochu Jin. He is one of the world's leading experts ...
Humboldt Professorship for artificial intelligence for Bielefeld University
Lucknow University has released the exam dates for various courses on Tuesday Students can check the exam schedule on lkouniv ac in ...
Lucknow University Datesheet 2021: Exam schedule released for various programmes-Details here
The going assumption is that the impacts of climate disasters on institutions and economics will be negative ... authored by Carmine Guerriero from the University of Bologna in Italy and Giacomo ...
Climate Crises Can Lead to Improved Social Cooperation and Economy
The Uttar Pradesh, UP BEd Entrance Exam 2021 date has been announced on Thursday (July 8). The UP BEd Entrance Exam 2021 will be held on July 30, 2021. Students can check the exam schedule on the ...
UP BEd 2021 Entrance exam: Uttar Pradesh JEE BEd exam date announced - Details here
New York, NY, June 30, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- (via Blockchain Wire) A campus of the largest urban university in the ... a professor in the Queens College Economics Department, took a sabbatical ...
Queens College Partners with SIMBA Chain for Blockchain Education Program
Global vaccinations of seafarers are going too slowly to prevent outbreaks on ships from causing more trade disruptions, endangering maritime workers and potentially slowing economies trying to pull ...
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